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Optimal sizes of dielectric microspheres for cavity QED with strong coupling
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The whispering gallery modes~WGMs! of quartz microspheres are investigated for the purpose of strong
coupling between single photons and atoms in cavity quantum electrodynamics~cavity QED!. Within our
current understanding of the loss mechanisms of the WGMs, the saturation photon numbern0 and critical atom
numberN0 cannot be minimized simultaneously, so that an ‘‘optimal’’ sphere size is taken to be the radius for
which the geometric meanAn0N0, is minimized. While a general treatment is given for the dimensionless
parameters used to characterize the atom-cavity system, detailed consideration is given to theD2 transition in
atomic cesium atl05852 nm using fused-silica microspheres, for which the maximum coupling coefficient
ga /(2p)'750 MHz occurs for a sphere radiusa53.63mm corresponding to the minimum forn0'6.06
31026. By contrast, the minimum forN0'9.0031026 occurs for a sphere radius ofa58.12mm, while the
optimal sphere size for whichAn0N0 is minimized occurs ata57.83mm. On an experimental front, we have
fabricated fused-silica microspheres with radiia;10 mm and consistently observed quality factorsQ>0.8
3107. These results for the WGMs are compared with corresponding parameters achieved in Fabry-Perot
cavities to demonstrate the significant potential of microspheres as a tool for cavity QED with strong coupling.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.67.033806 PACS number~s!: 42.50.Ct, 42.55.Sa, 32.80.2t
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I. INTRODUCTION

Motivated by the pioneering work of Braginsky an
Ilchenko @1#, some of the highest-quality optical resonato
to date have been achieved with the whispering gall
modes ~WGMs! of quartz microspheres@2,3#. Over the
wavelength range 630–850 nm, quality factorsQ'83109

have been realized, and cavity finesseF52.33106 demon-
strated@2,3#. Such high-quality factors make the WGMs
small dielectric spheres a natural candidate for use in ca
QED @1,4–20#.

While much of the work regarding quartz microspher
has centered around achieving the ultimate quality fac
@2,3#, the quality factor of the resonator is one of the facto
that determines the suitability of the WGMs for investig
tions of cavity quantum electrodynamics in a regime
strong coupling. In this case, the coherent coupling coe
cient g for a single atom interacting with the cavity mod
must be much larger than all other dissipative rates, incl
ing the cavity decay ratek and the rate of atomic spontan
ous emissiong; namely,g@(k,g). Note that 2g5V gives
the Rabi frequency associated with a single quantum of
citation shared by the atom-cavity system@21,22#. The atom-
field interaction can be characterized by two important
mensionless parameters: the saturation photon numben0
}g2/g2 and the critical atom numberN0}kg/g2. Since
these parameters correspond respectively, to the numb
photons required to saturate an intracavity atom and
number of atoms required to have an appreciable effec
the intracavity field, strong coupling requires that (n0 ,N0)
!1. Ideally one would hope to minimize both of these p
rameters in any particular resonator. Unfortunately, wit
the context of our current understanding of the loss mec
nisms of the WGMs@3#, the critical parameters (n0 ,N0) can-
not be minimized simultaneously in a microsphere.

Motivated by these considerations, in this paper we
plore possible limits for the critical parameters (n0 ,N0) for
1050-2947/2003/67~3!/033806~11!/$20.00 67 0338
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the WGMs of quartz microspheres. Following the analysis
Refs.@4,5,18#, we study the particular case of a single ato
coupled to theexternal field of a WGM near the sphere’
surface. We show that there are radii that minimize (n0 ,N0)
individually, and that there is an ‘‘optimal’’ sphere size th
minimizes the geometric mean,An03N0, of these two
cavity-QED parameters and allows both parameters to
near their respective minima. We also report our progres
the fabrication of small microspheres with radiia;10 mm,
and compare our experimental results forQ with those from
our theoretical analysis. Finally, we present a detailed co
parison for the state of the art and future prospects
achieving strong coupling in cavity QED for both micro
sphere and Fabry-Perot cavities. Throughout the prese
tion, we attempt to develop a general formalism that can
applied to diverse systems. However, for definiteness we
present results for a particular system of some inter
namely, an individual cesium atom coupled to the WGMs
quartz microspheres.

II. MODES OF A MICROSPHERE

Solving for the mode structure of the resonances o
dielectric sphere in vacuum is a classic problem in electric
and magnetism, and the resulting field distributions ha
been known for some time@23#. The electric field of the TM,
electric type, modes inside and outside a sphere of refract
index n at free-space wavelengthl0 are respectively,

EW in~r ,u,f!} l ~ l 11!
j l~kr !

kr
Pl

m~cosu!eimf r̂

1
@kr j l~kr !#8

kr

]Pl
m~cosu!

]u
eimfû

1
im

sinu

@kr j l~kr !#8

kr
Pl

m~cosu!eimff̂ ~1!
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and

EW out~r ,u,f!} l ~ l 11!

hl
(1)S kr

n D
kr

n

Pl
m~cosu!eimf r̂

1

Fkr

n
hl

(1)S kr

n D G8
kr

n

]Pl
m~cosu!

]u
eimfû

1
im

sinu

Fkr

n
hl

(1)S kr

n D G8
kr

n

Pl
m~cosu!eimff̂,

~2!

wherea is the radius of the sphere,k52pn/l0 is the wave
vector inside the sphere,j l(x) is the spherical Bessel func
tion, hl

(1)(x) is the spherical Hankel function, (r̂ ,û,f̂) are
unit vectors, and the8 refers to differentiation with respect t
the argument. Note that the TM modes have a predomina
radial electric-field vector.

In order to satisfy the boundary conditions at the surfa
of the microsphere, the tangential components of the m
function immediately inside and outside the sphere mus
equal. However, there is a discontinuity in the radial com
nent of the electric field at the dielectric boundary~as can be
seen from Fig. 1.! The eigenmodes are determined by so
ing for the roots of a characteristic equation@23#, which can
be reduced to

j l 21~ka!

j l~ka!
2

nhl 21
(1) S ka

n D
hl

(1)S ka

n D 1
n2l

ka
2

l

ka
50. ~3!

FIG. 1. The magnitude of the normalized mode function a
function of radius for the TM mode of a 5.305mm radius sphere
(p51,l 5m550) with u5p/2 andf50 for a wavelength ofl0

5852.359 nm and index of refractionn51.452 46. In our case, the
function is normalized to have a maximum value of unity. Note t
there is a discontinuity at the surface.
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Throughout this paper, we normalize the mode functio
such that their maximum value is unity. This condition th
yields for thel 5m modes of the sphere

CW in~r ,u,f!5N~ l 11!
j l~kr !

kr
sinl~u!eil f r̂

1NF~r !cosu sinl 21ueil fû

1 iNF~r !sinl 21ueil ff̂ ~4!

and

CW out~r ,u,f!5NB~ l 11!

hl
(1)S kr

n D
kr

n

sinlueil f r̂

1NBH~r !cosu sinl 21ueil fû

1 iNBH~r !sinl 21ueil ff̂, ~5!

where

F~r !5
j l~kr !

kr
1

l

2l 11
j l~kr !2

l 11

2l 11
j l 11~kr !, ~6!

H~r !5

hl
(1)S kr

n D
kr

n

1
l

2l 11
hl 21

(1) S kr

n D2
l 11

2l 11
hl 11

(1) S kr

n D , ~7!

B5

j l~ka!

ka
1

l

2l 11
j l~ka!2

l 11

2l 11
j l 11~ka!

hl
(1)S ka

n D
ka

n

1
l

2l 11
hl 21

(1) S ka

n D2
l 11

2l 11
hl 11

(1) S ka

n D
, ~8!

and N is the normalization factor. Because we will requi
the field outside the sphere to be as large as possible, we
choose thep51 modes. Also, because the coherent coupl
constantg}1/AVPW , whereVPW is the cavity mode volume, we
choose thel 5m modes, since they yield the smallest ele
tromagnetic mode volume, as will be explained in the f
lowing section.

III. ELECTROMAGNETIC MODE VOLUME

The effective mode volumeVPW associated with the elec
tromagnetic field distributionCW (r ,u,f) @4# is given by

VPW 5E
VQ

«~rW !uCW PW ~rW !u2dV, ~9!

where

a

t
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«~rW !5H n2 if r ,a

1 if r .a
~10!

andPW corresponds to the (p,l ,m) mode.VQ is the quantiza-
tion volume discussed in Ref.@4#. As long as a radiusr Q is
chosen large enough to include the effects of the evanes
field, the mode volume is relatively insensitive to the partic
lar choice of quantization radius@24#. As discussed more
extensively in Refs.@21,22# the interaction between the in
ternal atomic degrees of freedom and the intracavity field
characterized by the coherent coupling constantg(r ,u,f),
where

g~r ,u,f![g0CW (p,l ,m)~r ,u,f! ~11!

and

g0}
1

AVPW
. ~12!

Note that in the absence of damping, 2g(rW) gives the fre-
quency for Rabi nutation associated with a single photon
the cavity for an atom initially in the ground-state located
positionrW within the mode. Therefore, in order to maximiz
the coupling strength, one must endeavor to minimize
cavity mode volume.

In order to derive an answer that can be applied to diff
ent wavelengths, one can define a dimensionless mode
ume parameterṼ and plot as a function of a dimensionle
sphere size parameterx̃ defined as

Ṽ5
VPW

S l0

2pnD 3 ~13!

and

x̃5
2pna

l0
, ~14!

whereVPW is the cavity mode volume,n is the index of re-
fraction at the free-space wavelengthl0, anda is the sphere
radius. The plots then only depend on the index of refract
~see Fig. 2!.

Naively, one might assume that the sphere should
made as small as possible in order to minimize the elec
magnetic mode volume, and hence to provide a maxim
for g0 and hence globally forg(rW). However, as shown in
Figs. 2 and 3, the mode volume for the TM modes o
quartz microsphere actually passes through a minimum
some particular radiusa0. This behavior can be understoo
by noting that fora,a0, the intrinsic, radiative losses ar
increasing rapidly and ultimately cause the mode to
longer be well confined by the sphere, with a concomit
increase of the mode volume. Note that in Fig. 2 and sub
quent figures, we give results forn;1.45 corresponding to
fused silica, as well as forn52.00 andn53.00. These latter
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cases serve to illuminate the role ofn as well as being appli-
cable to other materials~i.e., the index of refraction for GaAs
is n53.4 for l51550 nm@25#!. For a very low-OH fused
silica microsphere atl05852 nm~the wavelength of theD2
transition in atomic cesium! with index of refraction n
51.452 46, the minimum mode volumeVPW

min
'28.4mm3 oc-

curs for radiusa'3.73mm corresponding to mode numbe
p51,l 5m534 ~see Fig. 3!. One might at first believe tha
this value for the radius represents the optimal sphere size
use as a cavity with single atoms. However, while the mo
volume VPW plays an important role in determining the co
pling constant@Eq. ~12!#, it is not the only parameter relevan

FIG. 2. ~a! The dimensionless volume parameterṼ @defined by

Eq. ~13!#, as a function of the dimensionless size parameterx̃ @de-
fined by Eq.~14!#. The solid line is for an index of refractionn
51.452 46, the index of refraction for fused silica atl0

5852 nm, with a minimum ofṼ534 883.4 for x̃539.946 9 (l
5m534). The dotted line is for an index of refractionn52.00,

with a minimum ofṼ515 596.2 forx̃518.986 4 (l 5m514). The
dashed line is for an index of refractionn53.00, with a minimum

of Ṽ511 546.4 forx̃510.274 8 (l 5m56). ~b! Because the index
of refraction for fused silica varies fromn51.444 at l0

51550 nm ton51.458 for l05600 nm ~see Fig. 4!, this plot of

the dimensionless volume parameterṼ as a function of the dimen-

sionless size parameterx̃ is made for that range of values. The sol

line is for an index of refractionn51.44, with a minimum ofṼ

536 247.5 forx̃540.981 2, (l 5m535). The dotted line is for an

index of refractionn51.45, with a minimum ofṼ535 161.1 for

x̃541.003 6, (l 5m535). The dashed line is for an index of refra

tion n51.46, with a minimum ofṼ534 129.1 for x̃539.963 1,
( l 5m534).
6-3
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to cavity QED with single atoms in a regime of strong co
pling. As discussed in the following sections, the quality fa
tor Q of a WGM has a strong dependence on the sph
radius, and must also be considered in an attempt to optim
the critical atom and saturation photon numbers.

IV. LOSSES IN DIELECTRIC SPHERES

For fused silica spheres with radiusa*15 mm, the effect
of intrinsic radiative losses can be safely neglected, si
they allow quality factorQ*1021, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
Such large values ofQ greatly exceed those imposed b
technical constraints of material properties, such as bulk
sorption and surface scattering.

However, as one moves to very small spheres with rad
a&10 mm, the intrinsic radiativeQ falls steeply enough to
become the dominant loss mechanism even in the fac
other technical imperfections. When assessing the useful
of microspheres for cavity QED, one must account for
entire set of loss mechanisms to determine the optimal
for the microsphere, which is the subject to which we n
turn our attention.

The quality factors of the WGMs of fused silica micro
spheres are determined by several different loss mechani

FIG. 3. The electromagnetic mode volumeVPW for the TM
modes of a very low-OH fused silica microsphere as a function
sphere radius at the wavelengthl05852 nm for theD2 line of
atomic cesium. The minimum, 28.4mm3, occurs for radiusa0

'3.73mm corresponding to mode numbersp51 andl 5m534.

FIG. 4. The index of refraction of very low-OH fused silica as
function of wavelength.
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The overall quality factor can then be calculated by add
the different contributions in the following way@2#:

Q215Qrad
211Qmat

21, ~15!

Qmat
215Qs.s.

211Qw
211Qbulk

21 , ~16!

whereQrad is due to purely radiative losses for an ideal d
electric sphere andQmat results from nonideal material prop
erties. The principal mechanisms contributing toQmat are
scattering losses from residual surface inhomogene
(Qs.s.), absorption losses due to water on the surface of
sphere (Qw), and bulk absorption in the fused silica (Qbulk).
The intrinsic material losses are known very accurately, si
they arise from absorption in the material at the wavelen
of concern@26#. Considerably greater uncertainty is asso
ated with the losses due to surface scattering and absorp
due to adsorbed material on the surface of the sphere
which water is likely the principal component. We will ado
the models for these losses presented in Refs.@2,3#, extrapo-
lated to the regime of small spheres of interest here.

A. Intrinsic radiative losses

The contribution to the quality factor for purely radiativ
effectsQrad can be derived by following the arguments pr
sented in Ref.@27#. These losses are due to the leakage
light from the resonator due to its finite dielectric consta

f

FIG. 5. ~a! Semi-log plot of the radiative quality factorQrad for
various indices of refraction as a function of the dimensionless

parameterx̃52pna/l0. ~b! Semi-log plot of the radiative quality
factor Qrad as a function of sphere radius for a wavelength ofl0

5852.359 nm~index of refraction isn51.452 46).
6-4
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and radius of curvature. The results can then be compare
numerical results obtained by Lorenz-Mie theory@28#. We
find from Ref.@27# that

Qrad5
1

2 S l 1
1

2Dn122b~n221!1/2e2Tl, ~17!

where

Tl5S l 1
1

2D ~h l2tanhh l !, ~18!

h l5arccoshH nF 12
1

l 1
1

2

S tp
0j1

l 122b

Al 221
D G21J , ~19!

j5F1

2 S l 1
1

2D G1/3

, ~20!

and

b5H 0 TE modes

1 TM modes.
~21!

Also, n is the index of refraction andtp
0 is thepth zero of the

Airy function Ai. This p corresponds to the mode numb
(p,l ,m). In our case, we are only interested in thep51
modes of the sphere to maximize the electromagnetic fi
outside the sphere while maintaining a small mode volum
Note that these expressions forQrad become invalid in the
limit of small l mode numbers. The error in the mode fun
tions used to derive these results reaches 1% forl 518.
However, the error is less than 0.2% forl 576 ~This is the
optimal sphere size discussed in Sec. VI!. Fortunately, the
expressions are valid in the regimes for which we are c
cerned. This has been confirmed by making comparis
with numerical values obtained using Lorenz-Mie scatter
theory.

From Fig. 5, we see that the radiativeQ falls approxi-
mately exponentially as the radiusa is decreased, and ca
become quite important as the sphere size is decreased b
10 mm. For example, for a 15mm radius sphere and a wave
length l05852.359 nm,Qrad'231021. Therefore, the ne
quality factor would most certainly be dominated by oth
loss mechanisms in Eq.~15!. However, for a 7mm radius
sphere,Qrad'43108, and the radiative losses can play
crucial role in the characteristics of the spheres that are
timal for use in cavity QED.

B. Material loss mechanisms

The quality factor due to bulk absorptionQbulk in fused
silica is actually known very well, since this depends only
the absorption of the material at the wavelength of conc
@2#:

Qbulk5
2pn

al0
, ~22!
03380
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wheren is the index of refraction, anda is the absorption
coefficient of the material. From Fig. 6 we see that for ve
low-OH fused silica, the absorption coefficient at 852 nm
a'4.531024 m21 @26#. This would correspond to a qualit
factor ofQbulk;2.431010. Fused silica has a minimum in it
absorption coefficient ofa'1.531025 m21 at 1550 nm,
which yields a quality factor ofQbulk;3.831011.

The quality factor due to surface scatteringQs.s. and ab-
sorption by adsorbed waterQw has also been studied an
modeled, Albeit for larger spheres witha*600 mm. For
losses due to surface scattering, we follow the work of Re
@2,3# and take

Qs.s.;
3«~«12!2

~4p!3~«21!5/2

l0
7/2~2a!1/2

~sB!2
, ~23!

where«5n2 is the dielectric constant andsB;5 nm2 is an
empirical parameter determined by the size and correla
length of the distribution of residual surface inhomogen
ities. This quantity was reported in Ref.@3# based upon
atomic force microscopy measurements of a microspher

The quality factor due to water adsorbed on the surfa
Qw , is given by@3#

Qw;A p

8n3

~2a!1/2

dl0
1/2bw

, ~24!

where d;0.2 nm is an estimated thickness for the wa
layer, andbw;4.33 m21 is the absorption coefficient of wa
ter at 852 nm.

Combining these various results, we display in Fig. 7
curve for the quantityQmat as a function of sphere radiusa
for a wavelengthl05852 nm. This same figure shows th
quality factor Qrad, set by intrinsic radiative losses@Eq.
~17!#, as well as the overall quality factorQ
5QradQmat/(Qrad1Qmat). From this plot, we see that th
radiative losses dominate the overall quality factor below
radius ofa&8 mm, while the losses due to material prope

FIG. 6. The quality factor,Qbulk , from Eq. ~22! for a very
low-OH fused silica microsphere as a function of wavelength. B
cause fused silica has a minimum in absorption at 1550 nm, the
a maximum for the quality factor due to bulk absorption ofQbulk

;3.831011. At 852 nm, the quality factor due to bulk absorption
Qbulk;2.431010.
6-5
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J. R. BUCK AND H. J. KIMBLE PHYSICAL REVIEW A67, 033806 ~2003!
ties are most significant fora*8 mm. Because of the ex
tremely steep dependence ofQrad on sphere size, the point o
transition from material to radiative dominated loss sho
be reasonably insensitive to details of the models emplo
to describe the material losses. Although we focus our at
tion here on the wavelength appropriate to the particular c
of the D2 transition in atomic cesium, a similar analys
could be carried out for other wavelengths of interest us
the above formalism, as for example the 2S→2P transition
at 1.083mm in metastable helium.

V. THE STRONG COUPLING REGIME

The ultimate goal that we consider here is to employ
WGMs of quartz microspheres as cavity modes for achiev
strong coupling to atoms within the setting of cavity QE
The atom of choice in this paper is cesium, and in particu
the D2 (F54°F855) transition in cesium atl0
5852.359 nm as an illustrative example. Such an anal

FIG. 7. ~a! Semilog plot of the quality factors due to the vario
loss mechanisms discussed in Sec. IV for a very low-OH fu
silica microsphere as a function of sphere radius for thel 5m, TM
modes at a wavelength ofl05852 nm. In particular, traces ar
shown for the quality factor due to purely radiative losses (Qrad),
the bulk absorption of fused silica (Qbulk), both radiative losses an
bulk absorption, the three loss mechanisms comprisingQmat:
(Qbulk ,Qs.s.,Qw), and the predictedQ due to all four loss mecha
nisms.~b! This linear plot zooms in on the region of interest at t
transition where the radiative losses become the dominant
mechanism. The plot contains the quality factor due to purely
diative losses (Qrad), the three loss mechanisms comprisingQmat:
(Qbulk ,Qs.s.,Qw), and the predictedQ due to all four loss mecha
nisms.
03380
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allows a direct comparison with the state of the art in Fab
Perot cavities@29#.

The coupling coefficientg(rW) is the coupling frequency o
a single atom to a particular cavity mode and correspond
one-half the single-photon Rabi frequency@21,22#. For an
atom located just at the outer surface of the microsphere~i.e.,
in vacuum! and interacting with a whispering gallery mod
PW 5(p,l ,m), the coupling coefficient is given by@4#

g~a![ga5g'uCW out~a!uAV0

VPW
, ~25!

wherea is the sphere radius,g'/2p52.61 MHz is the trans-
verse spontaneous decay rate for our transition in cesi
V053cl0

2/4pg' is the effective volume of the atom fo
purely radiative interactions, andVPW is the electromagnetic
mode volume of the whispering gallery mode designated
PW 5(p,l ,m).

Armed with a knowledge ofg, we are now able to deter
mine certain dimensionless parameters relevant to the st
coupling regime of cavity QED. In particular, we consider
atom-cavity system to be in the strong coupling regime wh
the single-photon Rabi frequency 2g for a single intracavity
atom dominates the cavity field decay ratek the atomic di-
pole decay rateg' and the inverse atomic transit timeT21

@21,22#. We will defer further discussion ofT21, however,
this requirement relates to the need for atomic localizat
@4,5#. In the strong coupling regime, important paramet
for characterizing the atom-cavity system are the two dim
sionless parameters: the saturation photon numbern0, and
the critical atom numberN0. The saturation photon numbe
given by

n0[
g'

2

2g2
, ~26!

corresponds to the number of photons required to saturat
intracavity atom@21,22#. The critical atom number, define
by

N0[
2g'k

g2
, ~27!

corresponds to the number of atoms required to have an
preciable effect on the intracavity field@21,22#. Ideally, one
hopes to minimize simultaneously both the critical ato
numberN0 and the saturation photon numbern0 which cor-
responds to simultaneous maxima for bothg2/kg' and
g2/g'

2 .
The saturation photon number and critical atom num

are useful because of their physical meaning. However,
can define a new dimensionless parameter

b5
8p2VPW

3l0
3

1

uCW out~a!u2
, ~28!

d
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that corresponds to the cavity mode volume in units ofl3

weighted by the inverse of the strength of the mode funct
at the atomic position. This enables the equations for
saturation photon number and critical atom number to
expressed as

n05
b

4Qatom
~29!

and

N05
b

Qcavity
, ~30!

where

Qatom5
pc

l0g'

~31!

and

Qcavity5
pc

l0k
. ~32!

This parameterb then also determines the coupling coef
cient in the following manner:

g~a!5A2pcg'

bl0
. ~33!

Therefore, we see that one can use a single parametb
combined with the properties of the atom to be used (l0 and
g') and the quality factor of the resonator,Qcavity, to deter-
mine the three parameters (n0 ,N0 ,g0) of importance in de-
termining the quality of an atom-cavity system.

Figures 8 and 9 are plots of this dimensionless param
b and of 1/Ab as functions of the dimensionless size para
eter x̃52pna/l0 for a few values of index of refraction
Because the index of refraction for fused silica varies fr
n51.444 atl051550 nm ton51.458 forl05600 nm~see
Fig. 4!, Figs. 8~b! and 9~b! are made for that range of value
From Figs. 8 and 9 one sees that there is a minimum fob
and a maximum for 1/Ab that depends on the index of re
fraction.

VI. STRONG COUPLING WITH CESIUM

The results of the previous section can now be used
determine the saturation photon numbern0 the critical atom
numberN0 and the coupling coefficientg(a) for any atomic
transition. In our case, we are concerned with theD2 transi-
tion in cesium (l05852.359 nm). For this transition, th
spontaneous transverse decay rate isg/2p52.61 MHz.
Also, at this wavelength the index of refraction for fus
silica is n51.452 46. This allows one to compute the co
pling coefficient, g(a)5A2pcg' /bl0. Figure 10 shows
that there is a maximum ofg/2p5749.986 MHz for a radius
a53.63mm, (l 5m533). Interestingly, because we are r
stricted to having the atom couple to theexternalfield of the
03380
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microsphere, the maximum in the coupling coefficientg(a)
does not coincide with the minimum for the mode volum
VPW ~see Figs. 3 and 10.!

The saturation photon numbern0 is proportional to the
dimensionless parameterb as shown in Eq.~29!. Since the
factor of proportionality is a constant that depends only
the properties of the particular atom of concern, the curv
determined by that ofb along with the quality factor of the
atomic resonance~in our case cesium!, which is given by Eq.
~31! to be Qatom56.7383107. Figure 11 is a plot of the
saturation photon number for theD2 transition in cesium as a
function of sphere size. Figure 11 shows that there is a m
mum for the saturation photon number ofn056.055 27
31026 for a sphere radius ofa53.631 63mm (l 5m
533).

The critical atom numberN0 is also proportional to the
dimensionless parameterb as shown in Eq.~30!. However,

FIG. 8. ~a! The dimensionless parameterb as a function of the

dimensionless size parameterx̃52pna/l0. For an index of refrac-
tion n51.452 46~i.e., the index of refraction for fused silica atl0

5852 nm), there is a minimum ofb51 632.01 forx̃538.883 3,
( l 5m533). For an index of refractionn52.00, there is a mini-

mum ofb5221.124 forx̃517.876 3, (l 5m513). For an index of

refraction n53.00, there is a minimum ofb545.374 4 for x̃
510.274 8, (l 5m56). ~b! Because the index of refraction fo
fused silica varies fromn51.444 atl051550 nm ton51.458 for
l05600 nm~see Fig. 4!, this plot is made for that range of value
For an index of refractionn51.44, there is a minimum ofb

51 753.92 forx̃539.918 8, (l 5m534). For an index of refraction

n51.45, there is a minimum ofb51 653.7 for x̃538.877 8, (l
5m533). For an index of refractionn51.46, there is a minimum

of b51 561.45 forx̃537.834 8, (l 5m532).
6-7
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its factor of proportionality is the quality factor of the res
nator, Qcav i ty , which has a very strong dependence on
sphere radiusa in the region below 10mm ~see Fig. 7!.
Therefore, the minimum for the critical atom number do
not occur for the same sphere size as for the saturation
ton number. Figure 12 is a plot of the critical atom number
a function of sphere size. Using forQcav i ty the model that
incorporates all of the loss mechanisms discussed in Sec
~radiative losses, bulk absorption, surface scattering, and
sorption due to water on the surface!, we find that the mini-
mum for the critical atom numberN058.999 3531026 oc-
curs for a sphere radius ofa58.12015mm (l 5m579). At
this radius, the coupling coefficient is g/(2p)
5304.16 MHz.

Unfortunately, as illustrated in Fig. 13, the minima for th
two parameters,n0 andN0, do not occur for the same sphe

FIG. 9. ~a! The dimensionless parameter 1/Ab as a function of

the dimensionless size parameterx̃52pna/l0. For an index of
refractionn51.452 46~i.e., the index of refraction for fused silic

at l05852 nm), there is a maximum of 1/Ab50.024 753 6 forx̃
538.883 3, (l 5m533). For an index of refractionn52.00, there

is a maximum of 1/Ab50.067 248 4 for x̃517.876 3, (l 5m
513). For an index of refractionn53.00, there is a maximum o

1/Ab50.148 455 forx̃510.274 8, (l 5m56). ~b! Because the in-
dex of refraction for fused silica varies fromn51.444 at l0

51550 nm ton51.458 for l05600 nm ~see Fig. 4!, this plot is
made for that range of values. For an index of refractionn51.44,

there is a maximum of 1/Ab50.023 877 9 forx̃539.918 8, (l
5m534). For an index of refractionn51.45, there is a minimum

of 1/Ab50.024 590 8 forx̃538.877 8, (l 5m533). For an index
of refractionn51.46, there is a minimum of 1/Ab50.025 306 8 for

x̃537.834 8, (l 5m532).
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radius. However, if one uses the minimum of the geome
mean of the two parameters, each can have a value nea
respective minimum. The minimum of the geometric me
occurs for a sphere radiusa57.830 38mm (l 5m576). For
this sphere size, the coupling coefficient isg/2p
5318.333 MHz, the saturation photon number isn0
53.361 0731025, and the critical atom number isN0
59.278 3431026. Therefore, each cavity QED paramet
can be made to achieve simultaneously a value near its
spective minimum.

VII. PROGRESS IN SMALL SPHERE MANUFACTURE

A large portion of the work being done on microspher
has been to push the quality factors of the spheres to re
levels @2,3#. This effort has produced some of the highe
finesse (F52.33106) optical cavities to date with quality
factorsQ;1010 @2,3#. However, we have seen thatQ is not
the only relevant factor in determining the suitability of th
WGMs for cavity QED in a regime of strong coupling. I

FIG. 10. The coupling coefficient,g/2p, as a function of sphere
size for theD2 transition in cesium (l05852.359 nm). There is a
maximum of g/2p5749.986 MHz for a sphere radius ofa
53.631 63mm, (l 5m533). Note that the maximum forg/2p
does not coincide with the minimum for the cavity mode volum
VPW ~see Fig. 3!.

FIG. 11. The saturation photon numbern0 as a function of
sphere size for theD2 transition in cesium (l05852.359 MHz).
There is a minimumn056.055 2731026 for a sphere radius ofa
53.631 63mm (l 5m533). At this radius, the coupling coefficien
is g/2p5749.986 MHz.
6-8
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general, the preceding analysis demonstrates the require
to push to microspheres of small radius,a&10 mm. Unfor-
tunately, the experiments that have achieved the hig
quality factors and which have investigated certain mate
loss mechanisms are of rather larger size, and hence no

FIG. 12. The critical atom numberN0 as a function of sphere
size for theD2 transition in cesium (l05852.359 MHz). There is a
minimum N058.999 3531026 for a sphere radius of a
58.1201 5mm (l 5m579). At this radius, the coupling coefficien
is g/2p5304.16 MHz. This plot of the critical atom number inco
porates the model for the quality factor of the resonator,Qcav i ty ,
outlined in Sec. IV, for the four loss mechanisms: bulk absorpti
surface scattering, absorption due to water on the surface, an
diative losses. The dark gray region is bounded by the effect
purely radiative losses. The light gray region is bounded by
effects of both radiative losses and bulk absorption.

FIG. 13. This plot shows the two parameters, (n0 ,N0), of im-
portance to cavity QED as a function of sphere radius. The geo
ric mean of these two parameters is also plotted. The solid
represents the saturation photon numbern0, the dashed line gives
the critical atom numberN0, and the dotted line shows the geome
ric mean of the two parameters,An0N0. The minimum of each plot
corresponds to the following dimensionless parameters:n0

56.0552731026 for a53.631 63mm (l 5m533), and N0

58.999 3531026 at a58.120 15mm (l 5m579). The two curves
cross ata57.03mm with n05N052.5631025. The geometric
mean of these two parameters,An03N0, is minimized for a
57.830 38mm (l 5m576). For this radius, the parameters a
n053.361 0731025 andN059.278 3431026. Note that the curve
for N0 assumes the model for theQ discussed in this paper, and th

the coupling coefficientg(rW) is evaluated at the maximum of th
mode function forr 5a.
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timal for cavity QED in a regime of strong coupling. Fo
example, the experiment of Ref.@3# achieved a quality factor
of Q57.23109 at 850 nm in a sphere of radiusa
5340 mm.

To explore the possibilities of cavity QED with stron
coupling in substantially smaller spheres, we have und
taken a program to study fabrication techniques for qua
microspheres witha&30 mm, while still maintaining high-
quality factors. We have been able to fabricate 10mm radius
spheres using an oxygen-hydrogen microtorch to melt
ends of very low-OH fused silica rods to form a sphere
the end of a stem. Light is then coupled to the sphere us
frustrated total internal reflection of a prism, as in Re
@3,4,31#. Our observations demonstrate that spheres of
size can be made consistently to have quality factorsQ
*0.83107. While this is encouraging progress, the resulti
Q is two orders of magnitude smaller than the theoreti
maximum of'1.33109 for this size based upon the mod
discussed in Sec. IV.

One possible reason for this discrepancy could be the
portance of minimizing the ellipticity of the small sphere
Because the small resonators fabricated by our techn
have a stem protruding out of them, they are far from sph
cal. When coupling to anl 5m mode in spheres witha
*100 mm and hence largel, the mode is tightly confined to
the equator; therefore, the poles do not have an appreci
impact on the mode structure or quality factor. In this case
is not of critical importance to have the best sphere possi
but rather the best great circle possible to achieve large q
ity factors. However, this is not the case in small sphe
with a&10 mm. As a decreases, thel 5m modes occupy an
increasingly larger proportion of the sphere in polar ang
and the ellipticity of the sphere becomes increasingly imp
tant in determining the mode structure as well as theQ.
However, while there is certainly room for improvement
our fabrication technique and in the resulting mode str
tures and quality factors, we shall see in the following s
tion that the current results have promising implications.

VIII. COMPARING MICROSPHERES AND FABRY-PEROT
CAVITIES

Figure 14 offers a comparison of the state of the art
Fabry-Perot and microsphere cavities for cavity QED,
well as projections of likely limits for each. It is interestin
to note that in our projections for the limiting cases of ea
microspheres allow for a significant improvement in t
critical atom numberN0 relative to Fabry-Perot cavities. O
the other hand, a principal advantage of Fabry-Perot cav
relative to microspheres would seem to be significant
provements in the saturation photon numbern0. The specific
specific task at hand would then dictate which technology
apply.

As shown in Fig. 14, there has already been so
progress in coupling atoms to the external fields of a mic
sphere@31#. The sphere employed for the work of Ref.@31#
had a radius ofa'60 mm, and quality factorQ&53107,
corresponding to a mode volume ofVPW '3.73103 mm3,
coupling coefficientga /(2p)'24 MHz, saturation photon
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number n055.5431023, and critical atom numberN0
52.9931022. If instead this experiment were to be impl
mented with a smaller sphere with 10mm radius and with
quality factor Q;0.83107 such as we have manufacture
and described in Sec. VI, the following parameters would
achieved: a mode volume ofVPW '1.43102 mm3, coupling
coefficient ga /(2p)'233 MHz, saturation photon numbe
n0'6.2731025, and critical atom numberN0'2.11
31023. Therefore, we see that currently achievable qua
factors in spheres of radius 10mm already would allow for
impressive results in cavity QED with single atoms.

By comparison, the state of the art for Fabry-Perot ca
ties has already achieved the following results for the TEM00
modes@30#: a cavity finesse ofF54.83105, a mode volume
of Vm'1.693103 mm3, coupling coefficient g0 /(2p)
'110 MHz, saturation photon numbern0'2.8231024, and
critical atom numberN0'6.1331023. If one then looks at
possible limits of Fabry-Perot technology for cavity QED
analyzed in Ref.@29#, the following may be possible; a cav
ity of lengthl0/2 with a cavity finesse ofF57.83106 yields
coupling coefficientg0 /(2p)'770 MHz, saturation photon

FIG. 14. The solid line gives a parametric plot of the critic
atom numberN0 and the saturation photon numbern0, for fused-
silica microspheres and theD2 transition of atomic cesium, incor
porating the loss mechanisms outlined in Sec. IV. The dark g
region is bounded by the effects of radiative losses. The light g
region is bounded by the effects of bulk absorption and radia
losses. This plot also offers a comparison of experimental and
oretical cavity QED parameters for microsphere and Fabry-P
cavities.j represents the current state of the art for cavity QED
Fabry-Perot cavities as in Ref.@30#. h is a projection of the prac-
tical limit for Fabry-Perot cavities based upon Ref.@29#. m repre-
sents the 60mm radius sphere implemented for cavity QED in Re
@31#. . is the current state of the art in 10mm microspheres base
upon the results presented in Sec. VI.n is the currently achievable
Q with the optimal sphere size of 7.83mm based upon the analys
of Secs. IV and V., is the theoretically achievableQ;9.76
3108 at the optimal sphere size,a'7.83mm.
03380
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numbern0'5.731026, and critical atom numberN0'1.9
31024.

It is encouraging that the currently achievable results
small sphere manufacture would already allow the WGMs
compete favorably with the current state of the art in Fab
Perot cavity QED. However, if one were able to manufact
and couple to spheres at the optimal sizea'7.83mm with a
Q;9.763108 ~the theoretical maximum predicted from th
analysis of Sec. IV!, the following results could be achieved
a mode volume of VPW '90 mm3, coupling coefficient
ga /(2p)'318 MHz, saturation photon numbern0'3.36
31025, and critical atom numberN0'9.2831026. This
would represent a significant improvement over the curr
Fabry-Perot technology and be competitive with the like
limits of Fabry-Perot technology. However, even short
achieving this stated maximumQ for the WGMs, impressive
results can already be attained. With a quality factorQ
;0.83107 at the optimal sphere radiusa'7.83mm, one
would obtain these same results@i.e., ga /(2p)'318 MHz
and saturation photon numbern0'3.3631025), except that
the critical atom numberN0, would increase toN0'1.13
31023. This is still an impressive gain over the current c
pabilities of Fabry-Perot cavities for the saturation phot
number, with room for improvement in the critical ato
number.

Overall, we thus find that the technologies of micr
spheres and Fabry-Perot resonators each have their ad
tages and disadvantages. However, there is one notable
vantage of microspheres; they can be made cheaply
relatively simply given sufficient training and skill. By con
trast, the Fabry-Perot cavities considered here require
cialized coating runs with expensive equipment and con
erable expertise, which is to be found at only a few locatio
worldwide. This alone makes microspheres an attractive
ternative to Fabry-Perot cavities for cavity QED. Anoth
unique advantage of the WGMs is the ability to control t
cavity decay ratek by controlling the coupling efficiency
into and out of the microsphere~e.g., by adjusting the dis
tance between a coupling prism and the microsphere@32#!.
Furthermore, as one moves to the limit of small cavities,
open geometry of microspheres offers a considerable ad
tage when compared to the geometry of Fabry-Perot cavi
Such possibilities combined with our projected values of
critical parameters, (n0 ,N0), shown in Fig. 14 point to the
competitiveness of microspheres with current and fut
Fabry-Perot technology and demonstrate their potential
powerful tool for cavity QED in the regime of strong cou
pling.
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